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To communicate or not to communicate: The 

role of communications and media relations in 

EU association advocacy and driving industry 

growth.



Association delegates will gain a practical understanding of:

• Why media relations are important for advocacy - “Feeling the fear and 

doing it anyway”

• How to impact policy in 140 characters - “Working in the Twitter world”

• What the role of your association is in delivering growth to the business 

sector that you represent - “EU Associations 2.0”





How could your European association do a 
better job of improving your sector's reputation?

1. Materials: “Develop better quality educational materials rather than 

position papers.”

2. Messages: “Better communication with the media and clear key 

messages”. 

3. Function: “Greater investment in the communications function”.

4. In-country: “Improve communication at national level on our industry”.

5. Speed: “Become less bureaucratic, swift and dynamic”.







One third of Brussels journalists 

regularly publish stories with less than 

2 hours research.



60% average or worse

Only 2% say “fully resourced”



Is your European Association empowered to communicate with your 
industry’s key stakeholders in EU Member States ? 

Yes 

•“In coordination with national members”

•“But you always operate in between risks”

No

•“Strict remit of national associations”

•“This is covered by National Associations or 

member companies in country”

Indirectly

•“We offer tools and support to help them 

do a better job at national level”

Two thirds say YES 

they are empowered!





I. CHALLENGES FACING JOURNALISTS



Challenge 1: TIME

•“Time - Everything has to be done so 

fast, that you never seem to be able 

to think first.”

•“Being faster than Twitter.”

•“To remain calm and professional in 

an increasingly hectic environment.”



Survey Question: 

How much time do you have to research a story 

typically before submitting it for publishing?



Survey Question: 

How many stories are you expected to produce?

19



Survey Question: 

“Do most PR people 

understand my needs?”

13



II. SPOKESPERSONS AND PUBLIC 
RELATIONS



Survey Question: 

What are your top complaints about the spokespersons you 

interact with? 

Ranking from 1 to 7 with highest scores meaning the biggest complaints.

11



Survey Question: 

What are the most important elements in a good story pitch?

Multiple elements possible 

hence % greater than 100.
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IV. PRESS RELEASES: THE GOOD, THE BAD 
AND THE UGLY

Think the press release is dead?

Think again.





Survey Question: How many press releases do you receive on 

average per day?

20





V. JOURNALISTS WORKING WITH ONLINE  AND SOCIAL MEDIA

22
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Survey Question: 

Which are the most important digital media for your work?

Ranking of 5 digital media with highest scores denoting highest 

importance.
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Survey Question: 

How do Brussels journalists use social media?

Multiple uses 

possible hence % 

greater than 100.
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